Semi-supervised event detection using higher order statistics for multidimensional time series accelerometer data.
In this study, we target to automatically detect stereotypical behavioral patterns (stereotypy) and self-injurious behaviors (SIB) of Autistic children which can lead to critical damages or wounds as they tend to repeatedly harm oneself. Our custom designed accelerometer based wearable sensors are placed at wrists, ankles and upper body to detect stereotypy and SIB. The analysis was done on four children diagnosed with ASD who showed repeated behaviors that involve part of the body such as flapping arms, body rocking and self-injurious behaviors such as punching their face, or hitting their legs. Our goal of detecting novel events relies on the fact that the limitation of training data and variability in the possible combination of signals and events also make it impossible to design a single algorithm to understand all events in natural setting. Therefore, a semi-supervised method to discover and track unknown events in a multidimensional sensor data rises as a very important topic in classification and detection problems. In this paper, we show how the Higher Order Statistics (HOS) features can be used to design dictionaries and to detect novel events in a multichannel time series data. We explain our methods to detect novel events in a multidimensional time series data and combine the proposed semi-supervised learning method to improve the adaptability of the system while maintaining comparable detection accuracy as the supervised method. We, compare our results to the supervised methods that we have previously developed and show that although semi-supervised method do not achieve better performance compared to supervised methods, it can efficiently find new events and anomalies in multidimensional time series data with similar performance of the supervised method. We show that our proposed method achieves recall rate of 93.3% compared to 94.1% for the supervised method studied earlier.